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WHY WORK WITH OUR TEAM?

HISTORY

04  E  THE AVERAG  AGENT SELLS JUST FOUR.

ON AVERAGE, THE MARJORIE ADAM TEAM SELLS 75 HOMES ANUALLY.75

The Marjorie Adam Team sets goals high above the standard of any real estate 
agent.  Our priority is to ensure that our clients receive the highest level of
 service and market specialization.  Our team boasts an outstanding track
 record in the skills of negotiating, pricing, market knowledge, and client 

experience.

Since its humble beginning in 2001, The Marjorie Adam Team has grown, not just 
in size, but also in ability.  All members of the team play a significant role in your 

real estate experience.

From the time you begin your house hunt and until you celebrate your 
closing, The Marjorie Adam Team will tirelessly represent you and your best

 interests.  When you work with our team, you can expect far more.
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A great Realtor brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the business of 
buying a home. In fact, a licensed real estate professional provides much more 
than the service of helping you find the home of your dreams.  Realtors are not 

just sales agents. We are expert negotiators, seasoned financial advisors and 
superb navigators around the local neighborhoods.  

We are members of the National Association of Realtors (NAR) and must abide by 
a Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice enforced by the NAR.  A professional 

Realtor is your best resource when approaching to buy a home.

THE MARJORIE ADAM TEAM HAS A RECORD OF SUCCESS AND PROVEN 
RESULTS FOR HELPING FAMILIES MOVE!

WHY WORK WITH 
A REALTOR?

WE HAVE A RECORD OF 
SUCCESS.

GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH.  IT DOESN’T COST MORE TO WORK WITH THE BEST.



 

MARJORIE ADAM
ASSOCIATE BROKER,ABR, CRS, CDPE

JACQUES GATES
REALTOR, MARKETING DIRECTOR

MEET OUR TEAM.

Marjorie is  a  graduate of  Susquahanna University,  where  she  
received a degree in  photo  journalism.  She entered the world  
of  real  estate  in  1996  when  she  went  to  work   with   her  
mother,  who  was  also  a   Realtor.  In   2001,  she  established  
The  Marjorie  Adam Team.   Together,   the  team  takes   great  
care  of  their  clients   and  offer  superior  service.    Marjorie’s 
strengths are negotiation, strong communication, and thorough 
market  knowledge.   She consistently  ranks among the top 
Realtors in her market thanks to the strength of her team and 
great clients.

Jacques attended the University of Virginia  and  Penn State, 
where  he  studied  psychology, art,  and graphic design.  He 
entered the  real estate world  in 2004 when  Marjorie asked 
him  to join her team.  As  a member of  the Marjorie Adam Team, 
Jacques focuses on his strengths and areas of interest,  which 
include graphic design,  photography,  and  marketing.  As  the 
industry has become more technically advanced,  Jacques  has  
enjoyed   adapting  the   team  to  be  on  the  forefront  of 
cutting-edge real estate marketing.



ANGELA FINK
REALTOR

Angela is a graduate  of  the University of Colorado (go Buffs!) 
and a Charlottesville native currently resides  in  the  Ivy area 
with her husband  and  two children.  Angela  embarked into 
real estate from  a successful career  in  high-end  residential 
design and sales.  For many years, she served  her clients with 
exceptional care,  and  it  can  be  expected  that  those same 
qualities will serve her real estate clients well.  Outside  of work 
and  homelife,  Angela enjoys playing tennis and golf, skiing, 
and gardening. 

CLIENT CARE COORDINATOR

KRISTEN BRACEY
MARKETING COORDINATOR

Kristen is a Tennessee native with a  B.A.degree in English and 
Creative Writing, which she received from Wofford College in 
2012.  Within the realm of marketing, Kristen specializes in 
copywriting and graphic design.  As Marketing Coordinator, she 
carries out the creative design initiatives used for the team’s 
marketing collateral and branding, client gifting,  and social media. 
Outside of work, Kristen enjoys spending time outdoors, listening 
to music, and dabbling in interior decorating.

BRITTNEY WILLS

Brittney is a native of Western North Carolina with a keen eye for 
detail and a knack for handling even the most stressful situations 
with poise.  Brittney moved to Charlottesville with her husband 
and two children in 2012.  In 2014, she joined The Marjorie Adam 
Team as the Client Care Coordinator.  Brittney ensures our clients’ 
real estate experience with the Marjorie Adam Team is above 
expectations.  By monitoring every detail of the transaction, she 
helps the team deliver amazing service and client support all the 
way to the closing table and beyond. 
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THE ADAM TEAM & NEST.

Beating out the other finalists was no small task: @properties was the #1 independent 
firm in Chicago.  Better Homes and Gardens was positioning themselves as a national 
brand.  Coldwell Banker had over 3,500 offices.  John L. Scott did over $9 billion in 
sales volume in 2008.  Redfin had opened 10 offices throughout the country after 
raising tens of millions of venture funding.

Nest was honored again in November 2009 when Hewlett Packard presented Nest 
with an HP Technology Award for the effective use of technology in real estate.

Nest’s success is no fluke.  It’s all part of our commitment to create a progressive 
real estate brokerage focused on raising the bar on professionalism, service, and 
performance.

NEST’S TROPHY CASE:
      

      
      

• Most Innovative Brokerage, Inman ‘09
• Hewlett Packard Technology Award, ‘09
• Inc. Magazine’s “Top 5000” List, ‘14, ’13
• “Best of Virginia” List, ‘12    

• Top 5 National Brokerages, ‘12
• Albemarle Family Favorite Award, ‘09, ’10
• AMA EMMA Award (Digital Marketing), ‘12
• AMA EMMA Award (Overall Marketing), ‘12  

Nest has assembled a team of the best and brightest real estate professionals in Virginia.  
At their core, Nest believes that the greatest strength of their company is the quality of 
the agents.  Nest agents eat, sleep, and breathe real estate. You can be sure that they’re 
not only on top of the  current market strategies, but also they are embracing the latest 
technologies and strategies.  Best of all, they provide a level of trust, honesty, and 
integrity that is second-to-none.  The list of accomplishments for Nest agents runs deep, 
but those achievements pale in comparison to the satisfaction they get from helping you 
buy or sell your home.

Small real estate brokerages in Virginia aren’t supposed to win national awards. 
Nest Realty has proven that theory wrong...twice.

In August 2009, Inman News honored Nest Realty with its Most Innovative Brokerage 
Award at the Inman Real Estate Connect Conference in San Francisco.  Inman is the 
industry source for real estate technology and innovation news.  The Most Innovative 
Brokerage Award recognizes the single real estate firm in the country that best utilizes 
technology and innovation to enhance the real estate transaction and experience for 
consumers and real estate professionals.

THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT NEST.

WHY WE WORK WITH NEST.



If for any reason The Marjorie Adam Team does not provide 100% satisfactory 
service, just let us know, and we promise to remedy the situation as soon 
as possible.  If you are still not satisfied, we will release you from the buyer’s 
agency agreement with no further obligation.

CLIENT FOCUSED

THE ADAM TEAM



WE CAN SHOW AND SELL YOU 
HOMES, NO MATTER WHERE 
YOU FIND THEM.

If you’re looking to buy a newly constructed home, we’ve got all the 
resources and abilities to help you make the purchase that’s right for you.  

We have established relationships with local builders, and we keep up-to-date on 
all new construction projects in the area.  We are involved in every stage of the 
building process and know how to help guide you through the many decisions 

that accompany buying a new home, including, and most importantly, the 
negotiation of the contract.

Our experience with resale homes comes from growing up in Charlottesville, 
being active Realtors for a total of over 20 years, and from having sold hundreds 

of homes throughout our careers.  We know the local market and the many 
neighborhoods in the area, giving us confidence in our ability to find just 

the right home for you and your family.  

We can show you any home regardless of the name on the sign. The agent 
on the sign is the agent of the seller and does not represent you.  Call us when 

you find a home that you’d like to see, not the agent on the sign.

We can even help you buy a home sold by its current owner.  Call us if you 
see a “For Sale by Owner” sign, and we will make it happen!  We will contact 

the owner on your behalf and arrange the showing as quickly as possible.  

NEW CONSTRUCTION

RESALE HOMES

OTHER AGENTS’ LISTINGS

FOR SALE BY OWNER
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NEW CONSTRUCTION

RESALE HOMES

OTHER AGENTS’ LISTINGS

FOR SALE BY OWNER

TYPES OF LISTINGS WE 
CAN SELL TO BUYERS

*Most importantly, if you view a property with another agent, we may not be able to 
represent you.  If you see a sign, an open house, or even hear about a property, call us 
first and we will provide you with all the information on that property and make the 
necessary arrangements for viewing.
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OUR TEAM:  
HOW WE ASSIST OUR CLIENTS
We are committed to standing by our clients’ side every step of the way, ensuring 
ease and confidence throughout the entirety of their real estate experience.  We 
represent our clients in a number of ways—whether it be as a Buyer’s Agent, 
a Seller’s Agent, or as a Dual Agent—we work hard to get the job done better than 
anyone else.  
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DUAL 
AGENT

As a dual agent, we represent both the buyer and the seller at the 
same time, being responsible for the best interests of both parties. 
Both parties are our clients in this case.  This is done only with full 
consent from both parties, with an understanding that there are 
limits of what we can share with each party.

SELLER’S 
AGENT

As a seller’s agent, we provide information concerning the property, 
write an offer for you and take you to closing.  Real estate ethics 
prevent us from giving you opinions on price, condition, or other 
factors on a home represented by us that might influence your 
decision making process. In this case, our client is the seller, so  
we provide full disclosure to them.  You, the buyer, are considered 
to be our customer.  

BUYER’S 
AGENT

During the home buying process, we represent you, the buyer. As 
a buyer’s agent, we work solely for you and have no legal or other 
responsibilities to  the seller.  We represent your  best interests by 
showing you properties that suit your needs, negotiating all offers, 
monitoring the transaction from  start to  finish  and  taking you to 
the closing.

THE ROLES OF A REALTOR
& HOW WE CARRY THEM OUT



THE MARJORIE ADAM TEAM
TIMELINE

INITIAL CONSULTATION

MORTGAGE PREAPPROVAL

PROPERTY SEARCH

PROPERTY INSPECTION

OFFER AND NEGOTIATION

CONTINGENCY PERIOD

CLOSING!
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CLIENT PERSPECTIVE
The Marjorie Adam Team’s services through both purchase and sale have provided me 
the calm through the storm.  The Team brought the honesty of a friend and the insight 
of a professional to a long distance transaction.  I could not have asked for more.

Dianne Austin



PRE-APPROVAL

So many factors must be considered when setting the criteria for your ideal 
home.  Often, the cost of a home distracts buyers from the important aspects 
of the home itself—what they like and dislike about the home. We want you to 
be focused on the home itself, not on the numbers.    

WE ALWAYS HAVE OUR BUYERS GET 
PRE-APPROVED WITH A LENDER BEFORE 
STARTING THE HOME BUYING PROCESS.

NUMBERS & FACTORS
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It shows the seller that you have been to the 
bank and that you are a serious and capable 

buyer.

With pre-approval, you can determine which loan 
program best fits your needs and which loan programs 

you qualify for.

You will know exactly how much you are qualified 
to buy.  It’s no fun to find your ideal home and then 

realize that you can’t afford it.

Your monthly payment will be set.  This will allow 
you to budget your money before making this 

large investment.

You know what the down payment and closing costs 
will be and how much money you will need to bring 

to closing.

REASONS TO GET 
PRE-APPROVED:



HOME WARRANTY
WE ALWAYS RECOMMEND OUR HOME BUYERS OBTAIN A HOME 
WARRANTY WHEN PURCHASING A RESALE HOME.

WHAT IS A HOME WARRANTY?
When you purchase a  resale home, you have the option to  obtain  a service 
contract that will protect you against certain flaws and breakdowns for  the 
first year of occupancy. This can be offered by the seller or asked for by the 
buyer at  the time of the contract.
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When a problem occurs, simply call the 
warranty company, and your claim will 
be processed right away.  Once the claim 
has been entered into their system,  the 
warranty company will send  a  local 
contractor to your home within 24 hours. 

HOW TO 
MAKE A CLAIM:

15 - 16

HOME WARRANTY

Buying  a  home  is  a huge decision.  
If  you  are  buying  an older  home,  
a  warranty  may be  worth the cost.  
With a warranty, you will be covered 
against the expense of an unexpected 
repair for the first year.  No matter how 
closely you inspect a home, it’s hard to 
predict certain costs that may occur 
over time.  Such costs that are covered 
by a warranty include internal  plumbing  
repairs, electrical wiring, vital parts of 
the  A/C  and  heating systems,  and 
working components of major appliances.

BENEFITS 



CLIENT PERSPECTIVE
The Marjorie Adam Team provided excellent support throughout the entire 
process, but their knowledge and advice was even more helpful while finalizing 
the purchase of our new home.  Marjorie’s real estate knowledge and exuberant 
personalirty are complimented by Jacques’ home inspection knowledge and 
attention to detail.

Donna Broshek And Jason Freeman



CLIENT PERSPECTIVE
I am most grateful for the Marjorie Adam Team’s quick response to my concerns 
and for communicating them to the home inspector who was equally responsive.  
It’s very reassuring to know that one has been heard and to experience that the 
Marjorie Adam Team is in the business of helping people settle into a home rather 
than just buy a house.

Bettejeanne Hammond
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BY YOUR SIDE.
EVERY SET OF THE WAY.

YOUR HOME. 
OUR COMITTMENT.
To us, what is most important is making sure that our clients find the  
perfect home. We bring objectivity to the buying transaction  and can 
point out advantages and  disadvantages of a particular property.
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CONTRACT TO CLOSE

 

OUR TEAM:
SPECIALIZATION
ALL MEMBERS OF THE TEAM PLAY A SIGNIFICANT 
ROLE IN YOUR REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE.

Once we have negotiated and signed a contract, our next goal is to stay 

on top of each and every step of the process to ensure your property 

closes successfully.  There are countless details and loose ends to handle, 

and you can be confident that our team will be as detail oriented as 

possible.  We will continue to keep you up to date on the closing process 

and will work diligently to ensure that the closing is as smooth and 

problem-free as can be.



NEGOTIATING
When it comes to tough negotiations, Marjorie is the realtor you want on your side.  
On top of having two decades of experience in real estate, Marjorie is also involved 
with The Core Training, Inc., where she serves as a coach to realtors nationwide.
Her involvement with The Core keeps her up to date on national trends in real estate.  
As a result, her negotiations are based not only on local trends, but also on national 
trends, which sets her at a higher standard than the average realtor.  

THE MARJORIE ADAM TROPHY CASE:

• 2013 Team Leader Associate Broker

• 2012 Top Producer Since 1998

• CAAR Honor Society Since 2003

• 2008 Sales Person of the Year, CAAR

• 2004-2012 Re/Max Platinum Club



HOME INSPECTION
Jacques developed an interest in the home inspection process soon after entering 
real estate. Since then, he has attended hundreds of inspections of area homes, 
following the home inspector and clients around, discussing the various issues that 
come up. "I feel that there is a wealth of information that an agent can gain from 
understanding how to evaluate the condition of a home when educated through 
the inspection process." Jacques uses this information to focus on the condition of 
the home when showing clients prospective homes, pointing out issues he notes. 
"While my input should never substitute for a professional home inspection by a 
truly qualified inspector, it often helps to set expectations and avoid unwanted 
surprises at the official home inspection."
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OUR CLIENT COURTESY TRUCK
We offer our complimentary Client Courtesy Truck to all of our home 
buyers and sellers for local moves!  Past clients are also welcome to 
use the truck for many local activities after their purchase or sale, 
such as for picking up furniture, decluttering their home, etc.

W I T H  U S

BUY SELL
W I T H  U S

 MOVE
W I T H  U S

THE MARJORIE 
ADAM TEAM
M A R J O R I E A DA M T E A M .C O M
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We know how important a home is to a person, and it is our 
comittment to you, our client, to ensure that you find just the 
right fit.  It’s not about the sale.  It’s about finding the right 
house that you can call home.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU:


